EFFECTS OF POWER LINE OPERATING CONDITIONS ON NEARBY GAS PIPELINES
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REZUMAT. Obiectivul lucrărilor constă în evaluarea tensiunilor induse în rețea de două conducte subterane de transport a gazelor naturale, care împărtășește un condensator electric comun cu o linie electrică aeriene de înalta tensiune (LEAT), cu scopul de a determina probabilitatea apariției fenomenului de corozion în cazul celor două conducte metalice (CM). Analiza interferențelor electromagneticică dintre LEAT și CM, a realizat cu ajutorul programului profesional CDEGS a Safe Engineering Services & Technologies Ltd. Pentru a analiza situația în care trebuie evaluată tensiunea induită, s-a considerat diferența de condiții de funcționare ale LEAT și modelul echivalent de sol. Cuvinte cheie: interferența în c.a., linie electrică de înalta tensiune, regim de functionare dezechilibrat, conducta metalica subterana

ABSTRACT. The aim of the paper is to evaluate the induced voltages in case of two underground gas pipelines, which share a same right of way with an existing high voltage power line (HVPL). In order to detect the possibility of the AC corrosion in occurring in those two pipelines, the analysis of the interferences between HVPL and the underground metallic structures was done using the HIRF Module of CDEGS professional analysis and modeling software. Different operating conditions and equivalent soil models were taking into account for induced voltage calculation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic interference study between high voltage power lines (HVPL) and nearby underground metallic pipelines (MPs) presents a great importance, given by the induced AC potentials. In most of the cases, to reduce the costs regarding the construction of gas, water or oil pipelines, they must share the same distribution corridor with HVPL. In this case, the pipelines located near power lines may capture a portion of the energy encompassed by the conductors’ paths, particularly under unfavourable circumstances such as long parallel exposures, unbalanced phase currents and power fault conditions. Induced AC voltage in these MP could be very dangerous on both the personnel that could be exposing to them and on their structural integrity, due to electrical corrosive effects. [1]

Corrosion can cause serious failures, which lead to large economic loss, sometimes combined with environmental pollution, or risk of personnel injuries. In addition, the rate of corrosion dictates how long any process plant can be operated in a usefully and safely way. The most important steps in order to hinder or reduce the extent failures because of corrosion are sufficiently early detection, proper diagnosis and effective prevention and mitigation measures. Therefore, it is necessary to be maintains the values of the induced voltages below certain levels imposed by various standards and regulations. [2, 9]

The interference between power transmission lines and pipeline generally consists of an inductive, a conductive and a capacitive part. The capacitive component is ignored for buried pipelines, whereas the conductive part is present only under fault conditions and affects the part of the pipeline that is close to the faulted structure. The inductive component is present during faults and normal operating conditions or in case of unbalanced phase currents.

The objective of this study is to obtain the values of induced voltages in underground gas metallic pipelines, by a high voltage transmission line, using a professional analysis and modelling software. It will pursue a comparison between the induced voltages for different symmetrical and unbalanced HVPL current loads corresponding to steady-state conditions at different HVPL phase sequences and during a phase-to-ground fault conditions.
2. STUDIED INTERFERENCE PROBLEM

Case study. A new gas pipeline will be placed in the same distribution corridor with a 110kV/50Hz single circuit electrical power line from the Romanian Transmission System and an existing gas stream pipeline. The underground metallic pipelines buried at 1.1 m, have an outer diameter of 1422 mm and 22 mm wall thickness. The HVPL consists of 3 phase wires placed on horizontal structure electrical towers at 30 m above ground and 2 sky wires placed at 35 m above ground. The phase wires position on HVPL towers, regarding the underground metallic structures are sugestive represented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Plan view of the HVPL-MPs common distribution corridor.

Soil resistivity analysis. The soil resistivity determination is a very important aspect in a detailed survey on a pipeline and consists in a valuable aid when interpreting the severity of corrosive areas.

The current flowing from remote earth to a pipeline runs through the soil (leakage current), hence the ohmic resistance provided by that soil is an important parameter in studying the AC induced voltage corrosion. The ohmic resistance provided by the soil is controlled by factors relating to the resistance of the soil solution itself, the porosity of the soil, and geometrical factors existing close to the interface between the soil and the segment of pipeline under consideration. The resistance of the soil solution itself is inversely related to the conductivity of the solution and it determines the amount of AC-voltage being lost across the soil resistance (magnitude of the IR drop related to the AC voltage). This means that if resistance of the soil is very high, a high degree of the AC voltage is lost across the soil resistance thus degreasing the amount of AC voltage reaching the pipe, and vice versa.

The probes are installed in a straight line, equally spaced (See Figure 2) in order to establish an electrical contact with the earth (S is the spacing between a current (outer) electrode C1 and its adjacent potential (inner) electrode P1, Do is the average length of current electrodes (meters), Di is the average length of potential electrodes (meters) and I is the injected constant current).

Fig. 2. Wenner’s Method.

The four-pole test meter injects a constant current (I) through the ground via the tester and the outer two probes, the current flowing through the earth (a resistive material) develops a potential difference, which is measured between the two inner probes. Based on Ohms law and using this information, the meter displays the apparent soil resistance in ohms or apparent soil resistivity in ohm-m corresponding to the electrode spacing.

Detailed soil resistivity measurements at the sites, were carried out using the Wenner equal probe spacing technique. Figure 3 shows the measured apparent resistivity values at the different depth in soil.
RESAP module from CDEGS software package was used to determine equivalent horizontally layered soils model for the measurement sites. Figure 4 gives the characteristics of the horizontally two-layer equivalent soil structure computed using RESAP module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Number</th>
<th>Layer Characteristics</th>
<th>Reflection Coefficient</th>
<th>Resistivity Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>infinite</td>
<td>infinite</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>95.0333</td>
<td>0.791330</td>
<td>-1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>185.0333</td>
<td>9.32771</td>
<td>1.5745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To use equivalent layered soils is the more practical approach (and quite more realistic) in the cases in that the conductivity of the ground is not uniform with the depth, it consists on considering the stratified ground in a certain number of layers of different thickness. The apparent scalar conductivity is obtaining starting from experimental measurements or according to approximate composition of each layer of the ground.

In our case, it is appropriate to use a two-layer soil model because it conserves all the important features of the real soil characteristics (Figure 4).

3. INDUCED INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS

There are generally two ways of analyzing electromagnetic interference between transmission lines and parallel pipelines: (1) by using the conventional circuit method (CCM) along with grounding analysis or (2) by using the electromagnetic field method (EFM).

CDEGS professional analysis and modelling software, HIFREQ Module, use EFM in computation of the interferences between HVP and nearby metallic structures.

The procedure of an EFM analysis is as follows. A conductor network, which includes the pipeline, the power line phase conductors, and the overhead ground wires together with the towers and grounding systems, is modelled. All the conductors in the conductor network are subdivided into short segments and the potential and current on each segment are the unknowns. A numerical method is used to build the matrix, which is then solved to yield the unknowns. The EFM produces the total interference effect in a single step, avoiding the separation of the inductive and conductive components, which is necessary in the CCM. [3, 4, 5]

Steady-State Operating Conditions. Initially, the induced AC currents and voltages in the underground MP were evaluated during power line steady-state conditions with a symmetrical current load.

If AC voltages are induced in a metallic pipeline, induced AC currents will pass through the metal surface to insulation defects. The values of these currents depend on the values of the total voltage of the electric system. Therefore, the induced currents increase with the induced voltages.

Figure 5 emphasizes the critical zones were induced voltage along metallic pipelines record the highest values.

In case of both pipelines, this zones are located at the left end of the pipelines (marked as P4 for the new...
MP respectively P1 for the existing one) and where MPs undercross de HVPL (marked as P5: around 913 m from the new pipeline left end, respectively P2: around 825 m from the existing pipeline left end; see also Figure 1).

A detailed analysis, regarding the values of AC induced voltages along pipelines length is presented in Figure 6.

Studies of the electromagnetic field around HVPL had shown that different phase-sequences influence significantly the distribution of the electric and magnetic field around power lines. Regarding to this, in order to evaluate the influence on induced interferences on MP, the authors have investigated all six possible phase-sequences combinations. As result, two distinguished phase sequence: the positive order (e.g. ABC) and the negative order (e.g. BAC) phase-sequence were highlighted, regarding the levels of induced currents and voltages in MP (Phase A: $350^\circ$; Phase B: $350^\circ - 120^\circ$; Phase C: $350^\circ - 120^\circ$).

Accordingly to Figure 7, the levels of the induced voltages in nearby metallic structures, increases with the value of current load. In case of new pipeline, an increase of the load current, from 350A to 600A, leads to an increase of the maximum value of the AC induces voltage with 71%. In these conditions and with an appropriate polyethylene insulation of MP, the corrosion likelihood in the metallic structure is reduced. The critical values of the induced voltages, regarding the start of electrochemical corrosion reaction, are around 1200 mV [6].

Previous studies [7, 8] had shown that in case of perfect parallel HVPL-MP exposure, the graphical representation of the induced voltage values along the pipeline, presents a “V” curve with maximum values obtained at metallic structure ends.

Because different orientation of the electromagnetic field on both sides of HVPL, in case of the studied metallic pipelines, the right side “V” curve is not complete as an effect of the higher electromagnetic interference influence from the left side of the HVPL.

**Unbalanced Load Operating Condition.** Usually, in practice, unbalanced current loads are present. These unbalanced current loads can have significant influence on the AC interference levels induced in the nearby metallic structures such as underground MP. [7]

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase-Sequence</th>
<th>Max. Induced Voltage [V]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Order (ABC, BCA, CAB)</td>
<td>0.590947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Order (ACB, BAC, CBA)</td>
<td>0.384659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation [%]</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Romanian statistics mentioned that, the power flow through an 110kV power line varies between 27–55 MW. Therefore, to investigate the induced AC potential levels, that can occur for different power flows, the symmetrical current load on HVPL was considered in the range of 200-600A.
Different energization conditions on the phase wire are expressed using the following quality factors, based on symmetrical components of the current phasors: negative-sequence coefficient \((k_i^-)\), zero-sequence coefficient \((k_i^0)\) and total unbalance coefficient \((k_i)\):

\[
k_i^- = \frac{I_i}{I_v} [%] \quad (1)
\]

\[
k_i^0 = \frac{I_i^0}{I_v} [%] \quad (2)
\]

\[
k_i = k_i^- + k_i^0 [%] \quad (3)
\]

Considering a 2% for \(k_i^-\) and \(k_i^0\) the AC induced voltage in underground metallic pipeline was computed for all possible phase-sequences combinations; Table 2 presents the unbalanced current loads for each HVPL phase wire (with 500A symmetrical current load).

| Phase Wire | Current load [A] | Current phase [deg.] |
|------------|------------------|----------------(15,786,581,810)

Table 2

Values of the Phase Current

In comparison with symmetrical load where phase-sequence had almost no influence, in case of unbalance-currents situations, it has a significant effect on induced voltage variation (Figure 8 and 9).

\[

\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 8. AC Induced Voltages along the New MP, in case of different phase sequences} \\
\text{Fig. 9a. AC Induced Voltages along the Existing MP I case of different phase sequences}
\end{align*}
\]

When the most loaded phase wire is in position 1 or 2 (see Figure 2) regarding the MPs, however the shape of induced voltage graphical representation is similar, the induced voltages records values that exceeds the limit voltage level for electrochimical corrosion (Figure 9). On the other hand, when the most loaded phase wire is in position 3 the maximum induced voltage levels are obtained at the MP right side (at point P3) and the voltage peak (acording to point P2) is diminuated, as an effect that now a higher electromagnetic interference influence is recorded on the right side of the HVPL.

It can be observe that the influence of the HVPL on new MP, regarding the values of the AC induced voltages, is more pronounce instead of the existing MP. This is because the New MP crosses the HVPL under a 30°, unlike the situation of the existing M which cross the HVPL almost perpendiculary.
Phase-to-Ground Fault. If a phase-to-ground fault appears far away from the common distribution corridor, so that the conductive coupling between HVPL and MP can be neglected as well as in steady-state operating conditions.

In Figure 10 and Figure 11 there are presented the values of the AC induces voltages recorded during a phase-to-ground fault appeared one by one on each HVPL phase wire.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of presented HVPL-MP interference problem, for different power line operating conditions, has outlined the situations when the induced voltages generates dangerous situations from corrosion and personal safety point of view.
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